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Tuning vortex confinement by magnetic domains in a superconductor/ferromagnet bilayer
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We use a line of miniature Hall sensors to study the effect of magnetic-domain-induced vortex confinement on
the flux dynamics in a superconductor/ferromagnet bilayer. A single tunable bilayer is built of a ferromagnetic
Co/Pt multilayer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and a superconducting Nb layer, with the insulating
layer in-between to avoid the proximity effect. The magnetic-domain patterns of various geometries are reversibly
predefined in the Co/Pt multilayer using the appropriate magnetization procedure. The magnetic-domain geometry
strongly affects vortex dynamics, leading to geometry-dependent trapping of vortices at the sample edge,
nonuniform flux penetration, and strongly nonuniform critical current density. With the decreasing temperature,
the magnetic pinning increases, but this increase is substantially weaker than that of the intrinsic pinning.
The analysis of the initial flux penetration suggests that vortices may form various vortex structures, including
disordered Abrikosov lattice or single and double vortex chains, in which minimal vortex-vortex distance is
comparable to the magnetic penetration depth.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.014519 PACS number(s): 74.25.Ha, 74.25.Wx, 74.78.Fk
I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of vortices in type-II superconductors depends
on the interplay of the repulsive vortex-vortex (v-v) interac-
tions and the interaction of vortices with the pinning potential.
In the absence of pinning, the vortices arrange themselves
into a triangular Abrikosov lattice.1 The pinning may greatly
alter this arrangement, leading to formation of disordered
vortex matter2,3 or rectangular or more complicated vortex
lattices.4–6 A different and more interesting case is the pinning
potential which leads to the confinement of vortices to isolated
islands, resembling the confinement observed in mesoscopic
superconductors.7,8 Examples of such confinement include the
reports on thin Nb films with perforated or blind microholes9
and, more recently, on single-crystal NbSe2 with an array of
Au islands on the top.10
A model confining potential may be realized in the planar
superconductor/ferromagnet (S/F) bilayer (SFB), in which the
magnetic domains in the F layer create pinning potential
for vortices.6,11–20 When the F layer exhibits perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) with a well-defined direction
of the magnetic moment of the domain, the vortices are
selectively attracted to the domains of one sign.21–32 Recently,
several experiments demonstrated formation of single or
multiple vortex chains confined to domains of one sign
in SFB’s with stripe domain patterns, in which an equal
amount of +/− domains exist. These experiments include
imaging with scanning tunneling microscopy27 (STM) and
low-temperature magnetic force microscopy31 (MFM), as well
as magnetotransport measurements.28
A related issue is the influence of vortex confinement on
flux motion in the superconductor. In the bulk samples and
on a macroscopic scale, the flux entry is usually smooth
except for thermomagnetic instabilities which occur at low
temperatures.33,34 However, the imaging of flux on a local
scale reveals much larger complexity. Flux inhomogeneities
in the form of various edge barriers are common,35 and
sometimes flux droplets or twisters are observed.36–38 The
formation of vortex chains has been reported in anisotropic
layered superconductors and in artificial multilayers.39–43
Inhomogeneous flux penetration leading to commensurability
or channeling effects has been well documented for ordered or
quasiordered arrays of pinning centers,5,6 while in the case of
SFBs with stripe domain patterns, anisotropic flux entry has
been observed.24,44 Recently, irregular flux penetration in the
form of a terraced critical state has been observed by scanning
Hall microscopy in thin Pb film with an array of antidots,45 in
agreement with theoretical predictions.46,47
In this work, we show interesting examples of vortex
confinement occurring in the SFBs in which the amount
of +/− domains has been purposely made to be greatly
unequal, so that the domains of one sign are immersed in
the background of the opposite sign. We use a planar SFB, in
which the S layer is Nb and the F layer is Co/Pt multilayer
with PMA. In this SFB, the various domain patterns, with
different domain width w, domain length L, and the amount
of +/− domains, are reversibly predefined and erased through
the partial magnetic reversal process as previously described.22
This allows studies of the influence of the domain geometry
on the vortex behavior in a single tunable sample. We use
a line of miniature Hall sensors placed across the S layer to
probe locally the dependence of the magnetic induction B and
the critical current density Jc on the distance x from the sample
edge, as the external magnetic field H is cycled. We show
that for some domain patterns, B(x) forms an irregular profile
across the sample width, and the critical current density is
strongly nonuniform, suggesting that some commensurability
effects occur on a local scale. When the flux first enters the
S layer it becomes trapped on the domains in the vicinity of
the sample edge. The analysis of this effect shows that the
vortices most likely arrange themselves into distinct patterns,
including single or double vortex chains or the Abrikosov
lattice, depending on the domain dimensions and the amount
of +/− domains.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The SFB was grown at room temperature by
sputtering on Si substrate, with the layer sequence
Si(10)/Pt(10)/[Co(0.4)/Pt(1)]8/Si(10)/Nb(78), where the
thickness is denoted in nanometers. The sample structure
is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). The surface roughness
of the structure has been measured to be in the range 0.1 to
0.3 nm. The Si layer between Co/Pt and Nb serves as a buffer
to eliminate the proximity effect. Prior to this experiment, we
have checked that the superconducting transition temperature
(Tc) of the Nb film is not influenced by a thin Si overlayer,
which proves that the proximity effect between Nb and Si is
negligible. We have also verified that the SFB studied here
exhibits Tc higher by about 0.8 K in comparison with identical
SFB but without the Si buffer, indicating that the Si buffer
cuts off the proximity effect between F and S layers.
The magnetization of the sample has been measured using
a commercial SQUID magnetometer. Shown in Fig. 1(b) is
a square hysteresis loop of the Co/Pt multilayer measured
with the magnetic field perpendicular to the sample surface, at
temperature T = 300 K. The coercive field is HC ≈ 300 Oe
at 300 K, and increasing to HC ≈ 750 Oe when the sample is
cooled to 10 K. The vertical scale shows rescaled magnetiza-
tion describing the partial reversal of the magnetic moment,
s = (M/Ms + 1)/2, with M and Ms as the magnetization and
the magnetization at saturation, respectively. For a saturated F
layer, s is equal to 0 or 1. The labels a to h in Fig. 1(b) indicate
several states of the F layer with intermediate magnetization,
when + and − domains coexist. These states are obtained
by the partial reversal process, as already described by us
and others.21,22 For example, to set the state labeled by
a, the sample is magnetized first to saturation (s = 1) by
applying large positive field (H = +2 T). Then, the magnetic
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic drawing of the SFB. (b)
Hysteresis loop of Co/Pt at 300 K. Vertical axis shows rescaled
magnetization s, defined by s = (M/Ms + 1)/2, where M and Ms are
the magnetization and the magnetization at saturation, respectively.
The circles indicate s states imaged by MFM. (c) Domain width w
(circles) and filling factor fA (squares) versus s; the continuous line
shows the fit to the data and the dashed line is a guide to the eye.
(d) Domain length L versus w; line shows linear fit to the data.
field is lowered to zero, reversed, and increased towards
the vicinity of −HC , when s starts to drop. After reaching
the value of s of about 0.91, the increase of the field is
stopped, and subsequently the field is slowly decreased to
zero. The magnetization is measured continuously to monitor
the relaxation, which usually occurs. However, if the magnetic
field is ramped slowly, the relaxation is small. After the
magnetization is relaxed, the s value is calculated, and the
magnetic-domain pattern created in the process is imaged by
MFM. The domain pattern remains stable during imaging.
To characterize the superconducting properties of the Nb
layer, magnetoresistance has been measured for the SFB
magnetized to saturation (s = 0 or 1). The measurements,
in the T range from 4 to 300 K, and in the perpendicular
magnetic field ranging from 0 to 5 T, have been done
using the same magnetometer, with the sample attached to
a resistance measuring probe. From these measurements,
we extract the Tc = 8.73 K, and, from the dependence of
the upper critical field on temperature, the coherence length
ξ (0) = 13.2 nm. We then estimate the Ginzburg-Landau
parameter κ ≈ 4.6. For this estimate, we use standard formulas
for the dirty-limit superconductors48 κ = 0.715λL(0)/l and
ξ (0) = 0.855√ξ0l. Here, ξ0 = 39.5 nm andλL(0) = 39 nm are
BCS coherence length and London penetration depth for bulk
Nb, respectively,49,50 and l = 6.1 nm is the mean-free path in
the film, extracted from the second of the above formulas. Next,
we proceed to estimate the T -dependent magnetic penetration
depth λ(T ) ∼ κξ (0)/√1 − T/Tc (Ref. 48) and the effective
penetration depth  = λ2/t , where t is the sample thickness.
At temperatures used in our experiments, T = 7.5, 7, and
6.5 K,  is equal to about 331, 236, and 183 nm, respectively.
To study the flux entry in the superconducting state the
sample is cut into a strip, 240 μm wide, and a line of nine
miniature Hall sensors, 20 μm apart, is placed across the strip,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The x = 0 on the axis indicates the
position of the first sensor, situated closest to the sample edge,
but at a finite distance from it. The position x = 120 μm
shows the sensor closest to the sample center. An additional
sensor residing a few millimeters away from the line (shown
away and to the left from the remaining sensors) measures
the background signal. The Hall sensors, of the area Asen =
5 × 5 μm2 each, are two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
devices fabricated in a pseudomorphic AlGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs
heterostructure. The sensitivity of all sensors is similar, limited
by telegraphic noise to about 0.05 Gs on average. Occasionally,
larger noise spikes may occur, triggered by the external noise
influence on the metastable free carriers inside the sensor; these
disturbances are rare and usually do not exceed ±0.5 Gs. They
are also easy to identify because they affect several adjacent
sensors for a range of consecutive H values. A separate set
of four contacts allows us to measure the s value using the
anomalous Hall effect (AHE).
III. RESULTS
A. Tuning the magnetic-domain patterns
The evolution of the domain pattern during the partial
reversal process is shown in the MFM images [Figs. 2(a)–2(h)].
Prior to taking each image, the sample is magnetized, first to
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a)–(h) MFM images (25 × 25 μm) of
Co/Pt at 300 K for various s states indicated by the label.
saturation, then to a specific value of s indicated in Fig. 1(b) by
open circles and labeled a–h. Image 2(a) (taken for s = 0.91,
as indicated by the label) shows that the reversal starts from
freshly inverted domain (dark) in the uninverted background
(bright). On going from 2(a) to 2(d), the inverted areas expand
until they spread to cover the whole image, with a maze of
residual uninverted (RU) domains left behind. With further
decrease of s, from Figs. 2(e) to 2(h), the dimensions of the RU
domains decrease rapidly, until RU domains become narrow
and well isolated.
When the inverted domains cover the whole image, as in
the case of images 2(d)–2(h), we can estimate from the images
the surface area of the RU domains (all estimates are based on
the images of the size 50 × 50 μm). The ratio of the surface
area of RU domains to the total image area agrees very well
with the value of s measured by magnetometry.
For images 2(a)–2(c), we may estimate the fraction of the
total image area, into which the inverted domains have spread
fA, which we call “filling factor”; in this case the surface area
of the RU domains is given by sfA. The factor fA, shown by the
open squares in Fig. 1(c), is seen to increase with decreasing
s and saturate at 1 for s  0.25. Note that several data points
are plotted for each s  0.37. This is because different images
taken on the same sample may lead to different fA. For our
estimate, we average over different fA values obtained from
several images for each s.
From MFM images, we have also estimated the average
domain width w and domain length L for the RU domains, and
the standard deviations w and L. To get the estimate, many
images are carefully analyzed. For each image, w has been
measured in many places along each domain length, and based
on this the average, w and w has been calculated. Figure 1(c)
shows that w is about 0.55 μm and approximately constant at
large s. When s decreases below 0.3, w starts to decrease,
reaching a value of about 0.28 μm at s = 0.04. The estimate
of L is not at all possible for s  0.18 (w  0.47 μm) because
in these images a single domain with multiple branches reaches
both sides of the image. With s decreasing below 0.18, the RU
domains evolve, from dendrite-shaped domains with many
branches to isolated short stripes at s = 0.04. The length of
each branch has been measured and added to obtain the total
L for each domain. Subsequently, the average L and L have
been extracted. They are plotted in Fig. 1(d) versus w. We see
that L is at least an order of magnitude larger than w, and it
decreases exponentially with the decrease of w.
Since the flux penetration study involves measurement
across the thin sample strip, we have paid particular attention
to the possible effect of the sample edge on the domain
distribution or orientation. To evaluate this, we have compared
the images taken in the sample center to those taken in the
vicinity to the sample edge. We have found no difference
between them.
Finally, we note that domains may shrink upon cooling.
This shrinkage may be estimated based on the T dependence of
Ms .
24 Using the measured Ms(T ) of our samples, we estimate
that w shrinks at T = 8 K by less than 10%. In the following
discussion of our experiment we therefore disregard this small
change.
B. Flux penetration
The measurements of flux penetration proceed as follows.
First, the RU domain pattern is predefined at T = 10 K by
magnetizing the samples to a specific s value. After the field
is removed, the sample is cooled just below Tc, and the
measurements of B(x) are performed simultaneously by all
sensors while H is cycled, from 0 up to +90 Oe, from +90 Oe
to −90 Oe, and from −90 Oe to 0. We have verified that this
field, which is much smaller than HC , has no effect on the s
value.
To study the effect of RU domain polarity on the flux
penetration, we distinguish between two processes of magnetic
reversal: the s+ (s−) process is the one starting from s = 1
(s = 0), with the RU domains being positive (negative). This
is depicted in the inset of Fig. 5, which shows a hysteresis loop
measured by AHE at T = 10 K. Points specify some of the s+
and s− for which the flux entry have been studied (for clarity,
not all the data are shown).
1. Inhomogeneous flux profile and critical current density
Figures 3(b)–3(g) show several flux profiles measured
at T = 7.5 K across the sample [with the sample-sensors
configuration depicted in Fig. 3(a)] during the initial increase
of H from 0 to + 30 Oe. The x = 0 on the horizontal axis,
marked by a vertical (black) line, indicates the position of the
first sensor, closest to the sample edge. The second vertical
(red) line at x = 120 μm shows the position of the sensor
closest to the sample center. The background data, measured
by the sensor residing a few millimeters away from the sample,
are shown on a vertical axis to the left of x = 0. These data
give us a value of the external magnetic field H in the sample
space.
The two topmost Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) depict the flux
profiles for the F layer magnetized to saturation s+ = 0.99
and s− = 0.01. Most of the profiles shown in these figures
are smooth, but occasionally jumps appear, which do not
exceed ±1 Gs. These jumps are randomly distributed so
they can not be caused by the spike in sensor sensitivity.
Note that the arrival or leaving of just one flux quantum
0 = 20.7 Gs μm2, from the vicinity of a sensor of the area
Asen = 25 μm2, may result in the jump of the measured signal
of the magnitude B  0/Asen  0.8 Gs. Therefore, we
believe that the jumps indicate real sudden redistribution of
flux in the vicinity of the sensor, caused by unpinning of
flux from the intrinsic pinning centers. We see that the flux
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Placement of the sample, with Nb
adjacent to Hall sensors. (b)–(g) Flux profiles measured at T = 7.5 K
during increasing H (shown at 1-Oe intervals) for the saturated F
layers s+ = 0.99 (b) and s− = 0.01 (c); for negative RU domains
s− = 0.78 (d) and s− = 0.82 (e); and for positive RU domains
s+ = 0.22 (f) and and s+ = 0.18 (g). Vertical lines in (b)–(g) indicate,
respectively, the sensor placed closest to the sample edge (x = 0) and
closest to the middle of the sample (x = 120 μm). The background
data, measured by the sensor residing a few millimeters away from
the sample, are shown on the left vertical axis. Sensitivity of all Hall
sensors is the same, about 0.05 Gs. The red arrows in (g) show the
flat regions in the B(x) dependence.
penetrates to the sample center at H ≈ 7 Oe. For H < 10 Oe,
the B(x) dependence is close to the linear Bean profile,51
but becomes slightly nonlinear as H increases, suggesting the
critical current density Jc changes with increasing B. In the
case of thin films, in which the thickness is much smaller
than the sample width, the theories for the perpendicular
configuration and field-independent critical current density
predict a large nonlinear increase of B(x) at the sample edge,
and decrease in the sample center.52–54 We do not see such
features in our experiment. This may be related to the fact that
the first sensor is positioned not exactly at the edge, but at
a finite distance from it, so that rapid increase at the edge is
not registered. It may also result from the finite sensor area,
which averages the signal over 5 × 5 μm2, thus wiping out
large nonlinearities. Finally, note that Jc is B dependent, so it
is also possible that theories mentioned above do not describe
the present experiment.
Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show that similar profiles are recorded
when the negative RU domains are predefined, immersed in
the positive (inverted) background, i.e., when s− = 0.78 and
0.82. The negative RU domains repel the positively aligned
vortices which enter the sample when the positive external
field is increased. This repulsion has a negligible effect on
the flux penetration. The similarity of these profiles to the
profiles for the saturated F layer suggests that the positive
vortices located above positive background do not experience
any enhancement of pinning relative to the intrinsic pinning
level. A reason is that the width of the background regions
is large. Since the magnitude of the stray field at the domain
center scales in inverse proportion to the domain width,55 wide
background regions do not create effective pinning centers for
vortices. Indeed, the average distance between RU domains d
may be estimated from the fact that the ratio of the surface area
of RU domains to the total area is given by s = w/(w + d).
From this, we have d = w(1 − s)/s. Taking s = 0.2, we get
d = 1.93 μm. On the other hand, a length scale of vortex-
domain interaction is given by effective penetration depth ,
which is equal to about 331 nm at 7.5 K, much smaller than d.
The flux profiles change dramatically for s+ = 0.18 or 0.22,
when the positive RU domains are predefined, immersed in a
background of inverted negative domains [Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)].
Several effects are evident. First, the flux penetration is delayed
so that flux appears in the sample center at H ≈ 14 Oe.
Moreover, the magnitude of B at the sample edge is strongly
enhanced in comparison to the saturated F-layer case. This
indicates a large accumulation of flux near the sample edge,
caused by the domain pinning. The strong vortex-domain
interaction is likely to be caused by the fact that w is about
460–500 nm in this case, so that it is close to  ≈ 331 nm.
Note, furthermore, that the flux profiles are not smooth. We see
regions with a large slope of B(x), indicative of large currents
and pinned flux, intercepted by much flatter regions in which
currents are low and flux is weakly pinned. The differences
between slopes in these regions far exceed those observed
in the case of the saturated F layer. Therefore, we are led
to the conclusion that the positive RU domains trap vortices
very efficiently, leading to inhomogeneous flux propagation,
with areas of strongly pinned flux separated by pinning-free
(or weakly pinning) areas. Since the domain patterns defined
in the SFB are random, the profiles shown in Figs. 3(e) and
3(f) differ in details. Interestingly, in Fig. 3(f), we observe flat
regions moving towards the sample center on increasing H , as
indicated by arrows.
Highly inhomogeneous behavior of flux may be visualized
by calculating directly from the data the derivative of the
magnetic induction, which is proportional to the critical current
density μ0Jc ≈ 2dB/dx.56 In Fig. 4, we present contour
plots of the dependencies Jc(x,H ), calculated from measured
B(x,H ), for two states of the F layer with predefined positive
RU domains s+ = 0.31 [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] and s+ = 0.18
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. The resolution, limited by the noise level
on the sensors, is better than about 8 × 106 Am−2. In each
graph, the horizontal axis shows the distance across the sample
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The critical current density Jc(x,H ) for
s+ = 0.31 [(a), (b)] and s+ = 0.18 [(c), (d)] at T = 7.5 K during the
H sweep from 0 to + 90 Oe [(a) and (c)], and from + 90 Oe to
−90 Oe [(b) and (d)]. The field sweep direction is from the bottom
up, as indicated by the arrow along the vertical axis. In (a) and (b),
the blue line marks the level of Jc = −5.6 × 107 Am−2.
x, while the vertical axis shows the external magnetic field H ,
which is swept first from 0 to + 90 Oe, and subsequently
from +90 Oe to −90 Oe. The direction of the field sweep
in the figure is from bottom up, as indicated by the arrow
along the vertical axis. The first, initial part of the sweep (from
0 to +90 Oe) is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). During this
initial sweep, Jc is negative for 0 < x < 120 μm, consistent
with the negative slope of B(x) shown in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g).
Subsequently, the external field is swept from +90 Oe to
−90 Oe, and the resulting evolution of Jc(x,H ) is presented
in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d). During this portion of the sweep, the
slope of B(x) becomes positive for x between the sample edge
and the sample center, therefore, the sign of Jc reverses.
Figure 4 shows clearly that Jc is not uniformly distributed.
In Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), which present the behavior during the
initial flux penetration, we observe small “pockets” of elevated
Jc, as indicated by blue contour lines drawn at the level of
−5.6 × 107 Am−2. This is exactly the same effect as shown
by the profiles in Fig. 3(g) [i.e., regions of B(x) with large
slope, separated by “flat” portions]. The “pockets” are located
at different x and H in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), most likely as
a result of different distribution of the RU domains for two
different s values. In addition, the pockets appear at larger x as
H increases, consistent with the interpretation that they signal
the motion of strongly pinned flux towards the sample center
on increasing H .
The largest magnitude of Jc is observed in Figs. 4(b) and
4(d) when H approaches 0, close to the sample center (around
x = 110 μm). The maximum Jc is about 1.32 × 108 Am−2
and 1.1 × 108 Am−2 for s+ = 0.18 and 0.31, respectively,
while in case of the saturated F layer, it is about 2.5 times
smaller, 5.4 × 107 Am−2. This enhancement of Jc by RU
domains is substantially smaller than the value reached in
the case of demagnetized SFBs, for which we were able to
enhance Jc more than 10 times.30 This is likely related to much
smaller density of pinning centers created by RU domains in
comparison with the case of demagnetized samples.
Note that in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) there are many abrupt
changes of Jc observed across the whole sample as H reaches
some values. This indicates that flux does not propagate
smoothly inside the sample during H sweep. The most
pronounced of these changes is the rapid decrease of Jc just
after it reaches the largest magnitude, when the polarity of H
becomes negative. This rapid decrease signals the unpinning
of positive flux from positive RU domains. In the region of
negative H , much smaller values of Jc are observed because
the positive RU domains repeal the negative flux.
2. Enhancement of vortex pinning
So far, we have compared the penetration of positive flux
in the presence and in the absence of positive RU domains.
We now proceed to assess the effect of s value on the pinning
enhancement. To do this, we first predefine various s+ and s−
states in the F layer. The inset in Fig. 5 shows the normal-
state hysteresis loop measured by AHE at T = 10 K together
with the values of s+ and s− for which the data shown in
the main figure are taken. The main figure contains the data
accumulated for s+ [Fig. 5(a)] and s− [Fig. 5(b)] using the
sensor located at the sample center x = 120 μm, during the full
cycle of the external field. The data are presented as a plot of
the local magnetic field, which we define as Hloc = B − μ0H ,
versus external field. As we can see, these plots resemble
hysteresis loops usually measured by global magnetization
measurements.
The innermost loops in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the
data for the saturated F layer. These curves are smooth, and
loops are symmetric with respect to the polarity of H . Also,
the ascending and descending branches of the loop show
approximately the same magnitude of Hloc value, confirming
that the intrinsic pinning in our film is of bulk nature,
i.e., no unusual surface or edge barriers exist for the flux
penetration, of the type discovered and studied extensively
in high-temperature superconductors.57
When the RU domains are defined in the F layer, the peak-
to-peak width of the hysteresis loops increases, the loops cease
to be smooth, and they become asymmetric with respect to the
polarity of H . All these effects are strongly s dependent and
become most pronounced when s+ decreases below 0.3 or s−
increases above 0.7, that is, when the width of RU domains
defined in the F layer becomes small. The examples of such
strongly asymmetric loops are shown in Fig. 5(a) for s+ =
0.22 and s+ = 0.18, and in Fig. 5(b) for s− = 0.78 and s− =
0.82. The width of hysteresis loop is seen to increase strongly
014519-5
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Hysteresis loop of Hloc measured at x =
120 μm and T = 7.5 K for various s+ (a) and s− (b). For clarity,
only some of the s values are shown. Inset: Hysteresis loop of
Co/Pt measured by AHE at 10 K (line); points show the s values
for which the data shown in the main figure are taken (color and
shape coded to match main figure). (c) The enhancement of pinning
G = Hloc/Hsat versus s+. The definitions of Hloc and Hsat are
shown in (a).
when the polarity of H is the same as the polarity of RU
domains (positive H in s+ case and negative H in s− case).
On the other hand, when the polarity of H is opposite to that
of RU domains, the width of the loop is very close to that
measured in the saturated F layer. This confirms the picture
inferred from B(x,H ) and J (x,H ) dependencies presented in
Figs. 3 and 4. The polarity-dependent asymmetry is precisely
what is expected in the case of magnetic pinning of vortices
by RU domains.11–13,22,23,28,30 Note that both the enhanced
width of the hysteresis loop and the asymmetry decrease when
the magnetic reversal process is less advanced, so that s+
is larger than 0.3 or s− is smaller than 0.7. Examples are
two hysteresis loops measured for s+ = 0.56 [Fig. 5(a)] and
s− = 0.52 [Fig. 5(b)]. In these cases, the MFM images show
that w exceeds 550 nm, and the RU domains are multiply
interconnected. While the first factor decreases the domain-
vortex interaction, the second creates channels for vortex flow,
and both may contribute to the decrease of magnetic pinning.
While we can extract the full J (x,H ) dependence from the
data, the simpler and equally valid procedure of assessing
the influence of s on the pinning is the estimation of the
peak-to-peak width of the hysteresis loop Hloc, and a
comparison to a similar quantity for the saturated F layer
Hsat [these definitions are illustrated in Fig. 5(a)]. This is
because B, measured by the central sensor, is proportional to
dB/dx integrated over x from the sample edge to the sample
center. Therefore, Hloc/2 provides an approximate estimate
of the density of flux pinned inside the sample from the edge
to the center, averaged over the bottom and top branches of
the hysteresis loop. The pinning enhancement is then given by
the ratio G = Hloc/Hsat, which is displayed versus s+ in
Fig. 5(c) for two different temperatures.
We see that the largest enhancement of pinning occurs in the
range of s+ values from about 0.15 to 0.35. It reaches about 2.5,
exactly the same value as the estimate we have obtained from
Jc(x,H ) dependencies. Beyond the range 0.15 < s+ < 0.35,
the domains pin vortices less efficiently. While at low s+ this
is most likely caused by a small total area of the RU domains,
at large s+ the increasing widths of RU domains and domain
interconnections presumably reduce the pinning.
Another interesting effect seen in Fig. 5(c) is the decrease of
the domain-induced pinning enhancement with the decreasing
temperature. We see that G decreases to about 1.5 on lowering
T to 7 K. This is most likely caused by a different T
dependence of intrinsic and magnetic pinning. At T = 7.5 K,
the intrinsic pinning is very weak, presumably because the
coherence length greatly exceeds the size of intrinsic defects
providing the pinning. On lowering T to 7 K, we observe rapid
increase of intrinsic pinning, as evidenced by the increase of
Hsat by a factor of about 1.9. It follows that in the same T
range, the magnetic pinning increases by a smaller factor, of
about 1.2. The weaker dependence of the magnetic pinning on
T may be caused by the fact that the vortex-domain interaction
depends on the relative size of  and w, which are of the
same order of magnitude at these temperatures. Later, we
will discuss some other factors which may influence this T
dependence.
As we have already mentioned, the hysteresis loops mea-
sured for SFB with predefined RU domains are not smooth,
in sharp contrast to the case of the saturated F layer. As
H is ramped, we observe the appearance of many sudden
changes of Hloc. These jumps are the most pronounced when
the enhancement of pinning and the asymmetry of the loops
are the largest. Both the magnitude of the jumps and the fields
at which they occur are somewhat random; that is, if the H
cycle is repeated, they may be slightly altered. However, most
of the jumps are definitely much larger than ±1 Gs, so we may
conclude that they reflect a real sudden change of flux in the
sensor area.
Interestingly, some regularity and reproducibility in the
jumps appearance is noted. In order to explain this, we focus
on the positive RU domains s+ = 0.18 case [Fig. 5(a)], and
compare the top and bottom branches of the hysteresis loop
in the range of positive H (when pinning on RU domains
is strong). We observe many flux jumps, not exceeding about
4 Gs, on the bottom branch of the loop, i.e., during the flux entry
into the sample. On the other hand, the top branch appears to
be slightly more smooth. However, a single exceptionally large
flux jump, about 18 Gs, occurs in the vicinity of H = 0, i.e., in
the final stage of the positive flux expulsion from the sample.
This large jump is the same event as the one already visualized
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in Fig. 4(d) by the sudden decrease of Jc around H = 0. A
similar picture is seen for negative RU domains s− = 0.78
[Fig. 5(b)] in the range of negative H . In this case, many
small jumps are seen at the top branch, during the flux entry,
while a bottom branch is somewhat more smooth but shows
a large jump around H = 0 in the final stage of negative flux
exit. While repeating the same hysteresis loop may produce a
large jump with somewhat altered magnitude and sharpness,
it is always observed. The jump exists also for other s values,
but with smaller magnitude and sharpness. These observations
may be summarized as follows. When the polarity of the RU
domains and the external field are the same, the flux entrance
into the sample is not smooth, but follows a series of small
jumps. This suggests strong pinning by RU domains, possibly
even some commensurability on a local scale. On the other
hand, when H decreases, the flux remains strongly pinned
until at H ≈ 0 a sudden unpinning event occurs, and a large
density of vortices leaves the sample center.
Finally, we note that the appearance of sudden changes of
Hloc is not at all surprising in the system with discrete pinning
centers. The jumps in magnetization have been observed
before, for example, in the Pb film on the top of an array
of magnetic dots.58 In this case, the change of the polarity of
H with respect to the magnetic moment of the dots induces flux
expulsion very similar to the one observed in our experiment.
3. Flux confinement during the initial flux entry
While the data presented in Fig. 5(c) give some qualitative
information about s dependence of the magnetic pinning, they
are quite scattered because of the presence of flux jumps,
which occur as a result of complicated interplay of vortex-
domain and vortex-vortex interactions. It is not possible to
reach any quantitative conclusion about the role of magnetic-
domain geometry on the pinning process based on these data.
Instead, we turn the attention to the initial stage of flux
penetration process, when the density of flux inside the sample
is relatively low, and flux jumps do not affect the behavior so
strongly. In Fig. 6, we plot B(H ) and Hloc(H ) dependencies
measured for small H for the saturated F layers s+ = 0.99
[Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)] and for s+ = 0.22 [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)].
The data are taken by several sensors situated at consecutive
positions inside the sample, beginning from the sensor closest
to the edge (x = 0) and ending with sensor closest to the
sample center (x = 120 μm).
We consider first the curves measured at the sample center
(x = 120 μm). They are very similar to what is usually
measured by global magnetization measurements, i.e., we see
a delayed penetration of flux in the sample center, evidenced
by B(H ) deviating from zero. This occurs at H ≈ 7 Oe for
s+ = 0.99 and at H ≈ 14 Oe for s+ = 0.22. Simultaneously,
Hloc(H ) deviates from a straight line which marks the Meissner
region, and this is further followed by a broad minimum and the
increase of Hloc signaling the appearance of large flux density
pinned inside the sample. In the presence of RU domains,
the shape of the minimum and the following growth of the
flux density are not smooth, but show jumps when sudden
unpinning events influence the flux penetration. As we now
look at data measured by sensors at smaller x, we observe
that the minimum on the Hloc(H ) curve shifts towards smaller
FIG. 6. (Color online) B(H ) [(a) and (b)] and Hloc(H ) [(c) and
(d)] versus H at various sensor positions x, measured at T = 7.5 K
for the saturated F layer [(a) and (c)], and for s+ = 0.22 [(b) and (d)].
All lines are guides to the eye.
H with decreasing x, indicating that the flux front arrives at
these positions at smaller H . Again, in the case of s+ = 0.22,
the shapes of the minima are slightly different at each x as a
result of domain-induced pinning, taking sometimes a form of
slow deviation from a Meissner linear behavior followed by
a sharp jump. Nevertheless, we see clearly that in the case of
s+ = 0.22, the flux front arrives at any given x at larger H
than in the case of the saturated F layer.
The most interesting are the data taken by the first sensor,
closest to the sample edge. They show no minimum at all,
which tells us that the flux front passes this sensor at very
small field, below the first step in our measurements (1 Oe).
Therefore, the first sensor is situated in the flux penetrated
region and we can extract the average vortex density in this
region n from the magnetic induction measured by the first
sensor n = B/0.
We note further that the B(H ) curve measured by the first
sensor shows a change of slope at certain H = H0, indicating
that the growth of B with increasing H slows down at H0. In
the case of s+ = 0.22, this change is very well defined and
occurs at H0 ≈ 8 Oe, while in s+ = 0.99, it is somewhat less
obvious, but may be placed at H0 ≈ 3.5 Oe. This slowing
down is much better visible on the Hloc(H ) curve, where it
takes a form of a maximum at the same value of H0. This
is because for H  H0, the density of flux measured by the
first sensor is growing faster than H , while for H  H0 it is
growing slower than H . Most interestingly, in close vicinity
of the same H0, we observe a large jump in the flux density
measured by the second sensor at x = 20 μm. This clearly
indicates that slowing down of the increase of B, measured
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by the first sensor, is associated with the transfer of flux further
inside the sample. We therefore interpret the maximum of
Hloc as an evidence that for H  H0, the flux is accumulated
in the region of the first sensor, while for H  H0 it starts
to transfer towards inside the sample. The magnitude of the
accumulated flux density, just before it starts to transfer, may
then be estimated from the value of B at H = H0. Note that
B(H0) is only about 6 Gs in the case of s+ = 0.99, but it is
much larger, about 16 Gs, in the case of s+ = 0.22. This clearly
points to the enhancement of the flux accumulation induced
by RU domains.
A similar change of slope of B(H ) in the initial stages of
the flux propagation has been observed before, most recently
in case of thin Pb film with periodic pinning array.45 This
feature is usually attributed to demagnetization effects which
lead to compression of flux lines close to a border of thin film
placed in perpendicular magnetic field.54 While in the case
of the F-saturated sample this feature is weak, it is strongly
enhanced in the presence of magnetic pinning in the s+ = 0.22
case. One may expect that the demagnetization effects are
affected by enhanced critical current density or that the
magnetic pinning directly influences the change of slope by
trapping of vortices or, most likely, both. No theory exists yet
which would describe these effects in the presence of strongly
inhomogeneous critical current density. However, independent
of detail mechanism, the ultimate source of this effect is the
presence of RU domains which pin vortices, and from our
experiment we can directly extract the enhanced vortex density
in the flux penetrated region.
Since the change of slope of B(H ) is easier to identify in
the Hloc(H ) dependence, we display in Fig. 7 a collection of
Hloc(H ) curves for various s+ and s− measured at T = 7.5 K
at x = 0. All curves show a maximum at some external field
H = H0, followed by a decrease when the v-v interactions
force vortices to leak away towards the sample center. The
decrease of Hloc is not smooth: there are sudden jumps (up or
down) of the height between 0.7 to 2.5 Gs, which indicate the
FIG. 7. (Color online) Hloc versus H at x = 0 and T = 7.5 K for
various s+ (top) and s− (bottom). For clarity, only some of the s values
are shown. Inset: Hysteresis loop of Co/Pt measured by AHE at 10 K
(line). Points show the s values for which the data shown in the main
figure are taken (color and shape coded to match main figure).
change (increase or decrease) of the vortex density probed by
the first sensor δn = δHloc/0.
Both H0 and Hloc(H0) are dependent on s. In the case of
the saturated F layer, Hloc(H0) is about 2.5 Gs, and it becomes
much larger in the s+ process, particularly for s+ below 0.6,
i.e., when the positive RU domains become abundant, reaching
the largest magnitude at s+ ≈ 0.22. This is a clear indication
that the effect is caused by RU domain-induced pinning. This is
further confirmed by the behavior observed in the s− process.
In this case, no increase of Hloc(H0) is seen in the second
half of the reversal process, for s− > 0.5, when large amounts
of negative RU domains are present because negative RU
domains repel positive vortices. On the other hand, small
enhancement appears in the first half of the reversal, when
s− = 0.03 or 0.44. This is because freshly inverted positive
domains of small dimensions pin positive vortices.
From the maxima of Hloc, we obtain the corresponding
density of vortices n = B(H0)/0 = [Hloc(H0) + μ0H0]/0.
This is the density of vortices which is accumulated in the
vicinity of the first sensor, before the v-v interactions push them
towards the sample center. We would like to emphasize that
the quantity n is not the absolute maximum of the flux density
which exists in this area because that one is continuously
increasing with increasing external field. Instead, n gives us a
snapshot of the flux density at H = H0, when the density of
trapped flux, measured by Hloc, reaches maximum.
Figure 8(a) shows n(s) for the s+ process, measured at
three temperatures T = 6.5, 7, and 7.5 K, and for s in
the range from 0.03 to 0.6, when domain-induced pinning
is strong. The scatter of the data reflects the fact that the
domain patterns are random. Nevertheless, the data may be
extracted with good accuracy because the initial entry of
flux into the vicinity of the first sensor does not suffer flux
jumps. The jumps only start to appear when the flux exits
the area. This is reasonable because during the flux entry
there are few vortices present so they are mainly subject to
strong magnetic pinning and demagnetization effects, which
both prevent vortices from leaving the area of the first sensor,
while the repulsive v-v interactions remain relatively small.
This results in a smooth increase of the density of trapped flux.
Eventually, when the flux density becomes large, the repulsive
v-v interactions overcome the remaining interactions leading
to flux propagation. In the presence of random magnetic
pinning potential, this propagation is strongly nonuniform,
with many flux jumps.
In Fig. 8(a), two effects are evident. First, the shape of
the n(s) dependence is similar for all temperatures, with
rapid increase at small s, and two wide maxima separated
by a shallow minimum, situated at s ≈ 0.25. While the
dependencies for s  0.35 are quite well defined, for larger
s they show more variability. This may reflect the fact that
the magnetic-domain landscape in this region of s is more
disordered, with much larger dispersion of domain width,
which may lead to larger fluctuation of n measured by a
small sensor. This may also indicate that the mechanism of
magnetic pinning is somehow different in the small-s and
large-s regions. The shape of n(s) resembles somewhat the
G(s) dependence, but differs in details. This is because G
describes the enhancement of flux pinning inside the whole
sample, from the edge to the center, and in the presence of large
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) n versus s in the s+ process, at
T = 7.5 K (squares), 7 K (circles), and 6.5 K (diamonds). Continuous
and dashed lines through points: fits to the models described in the
text. The labels SVC and DVC mark regions of vortex confinement
into single and double vortex chains, respectively; vertical shaded
bands indicate two transition regions: between SVC and DVC regions
(blue band), and between “chains” and “chains and lattice” regions
(gray band), as discussed in the text. (b) Perpendicular component of
the stray magnetic field normalized to maximal value hz/hmaxz at the
Nb surface adjacent to the Si buffer layer.
flux density (subject to flux jumps), so it can not be expected
to show exactly the same behavior as n. However, the initial
rapid increase of n at small s is similar to what is observed in
G(s), and this is most likely caused by the rapid increase of the
RU domain area, as shown by MFM data. On the other hand,
the nonmonotonic behavior of n for s > 0.17 is more difficult
to explain since both w and L change monotonically with s.
In the following section, we will discuss this dependence in
more detail, and we will explain the labels shown in the figure,
as well as the meaning of the shaded (blue and gray) bands
drawn in the figure.
The second effect observed in Fig. 8(a) is a definite
increase of n with the decrease of temperature in the region of
s  0.35. Again, at s  0.35, the behavior seems to be more
complicated, with the initial increase of n on cooling from 7.5
to 7 K, followed by weaker change on further cooling; however,
this conclusion is less certain because of larger disorder of the
domain pattern in this region. In any case, these results suggest
that the magnetic pinning increases when T is lowered. In
particular, n increases by a factor of 1.3 on lowering of T from
7.5 to 7 K, which agrees well with the estimate of the increase
of magnetic pinning by a factor of 1.2 obtained from the G(T )
dependence [Fig. 5(c)].
C. Discussion and modeling of the vortex confinement
We start our discussion from the comment on the inhomo-
geneous flux penetration illustrated by Figs. 3 to 5. Various
examples of the irregular flux penetration have been reported
in the past. The scanning Hall microscopy of Pb film with
periodic antidot array has revealed the terraced critical state
in the initial stages of the flux penetration,45 predicted first
by Cooley and Grishin,46 and more complex penetration at
higher fields, as suggested by the numerical simulations by
Reichhardt et al.47 In such systems, the irregular flux behavior
originates from commensurability between the vortex lattice
and the underlying pinning arrays. When the pinning arrays
are disordered, the matching effects are modified, however,
they do not disappear completely. This has been shown by
magnetoresistance studies of Nb films with quasiperiodic mag-
netic pinning arrays.5 In this experiment, the commensurability
occurs on a local scale in spatially limited areas of sample,
still, matching effects could be observed, although they result
in a nonperiodic series of magnetoresistance minima. Taking
one step further, we may expect that in even more disordered
systems the commensurability may survive on a local scale,
although long-range matching effects would not be present.
Since our measurements are local, we believe that our results
may be interpreted as an indication of matching effects which
occur on a local scale.
An interesting observation is the weak increase of the
magnetic pinning with decreasing temperature. This increase
does not necessarily imply that the interaction between single
vortex and RU domain increases. The strength of the magnetic
interaction roughly depends on the ratio of its range, given
approximately by , to the domain width w. In the present
experiment, we have   w. For example, when s = 0.17 [the
approximate position of first maximum in n(s)], w = 445 nm,
so that /w is reduced from 0.74 to 0.53 on lowering of
T from 7.5 to 7 K. In this case, the strength of interaction
depends crucially on the spatial profile of the stray magnetic
field generated by the domain. This is illustrated in Fig. 8(b),
where we plot the profile at the side of Nb layer adjacent to
the Si buffer, calculated using the equations from Ref. 55
for w = 445 nm. We see that the maximum stray field is
close to the domain boundaries. Therefore, we may expect
that the vortex-domain interaction is the strongest for the large
/w (at T = 7.5 K), and it is reduced when /w decreases
with decreasing T . We conclude that the increase of magnetic
pinning on lowering of T most likely can not be attributed to
the increase of interaction between single vortex and magnetic
domain. Instead, a more complicated process may be involved,
for example, some type of matching effects, or confinement
effects, which become stronger as T decreases.
Another intriguing question is the origin of n(s) dependence
observed in the initial stage of the flux penetration in the
vicinity of the sample edge. The smooth initial increase of B(x)
(below H0) suggests that the vortices fill up potential minima
produced by the combined effects of magnetic pinning, self-
field, and v-v interactions. It is worth to mention in this context
that in the case of the antidot array on Pb film mentioned
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above, it has been observed that vortices progressively fill up
the rows of antidots at the beginning of flux penetration.45 In
the present case, the potential minima are located in the regions
of RU domains, so it is reasonable to assume that these pinning
centers will be occupied first. In the following, we therefore
consider a possible arrangement of vortices confined to RU
domains, which could be compatible with the observed n(s)
dependence.
We restrict our considerations to the two simplest arrange-
ments. One possibility is that the vortices pinned by neigh-
boring RU domains are correlated and form the Abrikosov
vortex lattice. In the presence of the random magnetic-domain
pattern, the lattice is distorted and correlations occur on a local
scale, similar to the quasiperiodic magnetic pinning arrays.5
However, when the distances between RU domains are large
(as in the small-s range), the vortices pinned by neighboring
RU domains may not be correlated. The alternative picture for
the small-s region is that the confinement to RU domains leads
to correlation within each RU domain area, thus leading to
formation of various vortex chains pinned above RU domains.
Recently, the confinement of vortices to chains above domains
of one sign has been directly observed by STM imaging of a
NbSe2/permalloy bilayer with the ordered stripe domains.27
While at high H  200 Oe some vortices appear beyond
the boundaries of the domains of one sign, at low H they
reside exclusively within these domains. We have reached a
similar conclusion by the analysis of the magnetoresistance
measurements performed on SFBs similar to the present
sample, but with quasiordered magnetic domains of tunable
width defined by angled demagnetization.28 We have found
that the activation energy for vortex pinning exhibits maxima
at matching fields when two distinct vortex patterns are formed
within magnetic domains of one sign, single vortex chains
(SVC), or double vortex chains (DVC), as depicted in Fig. 9(b).
The SVCs, with the v-v distance a, are formed for small w.
When w increases, the v-v repulsion tends to push vortices
further away from each other, so that the DVC pattern may
be formed, with chain separation by a distance h < w. In that
case, the v-v distance a is given by a2 = (b/2)2 + h2, where
b is the v-v separation along each chain. The DVCs appear
first when w exceeds the boundary value of wD = 0.389 μm.
At w  wD , SVC and DVC coexist, and in this case we have
estimated the interchain distance h ≈ 0.6w.
Vortex lattice. To examine the hypothesis of the lattice
formation, we first use the data from Fig. 8(a) to calculate the
average lattice constants aL for the triangular lattice with the
vortex density n, a2L = (4/3)1/2/n. They are displayed by open
points in Fig. 9(a) as a function of s for different temperatures.
Next, we check if these values of aL are compatible with
the geometry of the magnetic-domain pattern. To do this,
suppose for a moment that we have defined a pattern of regular
stripe magnetic domains with the width w and the distance
between domains d. In this case, the perfect triangular lattice
with the lattice constant aLg may be formed when aLg =
2(d + w)/√3. Substituting the relation d = w(1 − s)/s, we
get the requirement for the lattice constant imposed by domain
geometry aLg = 2w/(
√
3s). However, since in the present
experiment we deal with the random magnetic-domain pattern,
with average domain width w and standard deviation w,
we expect the above requirement to vary on a local scale.
FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) The dependence on s of the Abrikosov
lattice constant aL (open points) and the v-v distance along the chains
b/2 (full points), extracted from n, at T = 7.5 K (squares), 7 K
(circles), and 6.5 K (diamonds). The thick dashed line marked “aLg”
and the hatched area indicate the average Abrikosov lattice constant
and its standard deviation, respectively, allowed by the domain
geometry. All dotted lines are guides to the eye, thin continuous
lines are fits to the model described in the text, and vertical shaded
bands indicate two transition regions, defined in the text. The arrows
on the left indicate values of  at 7.5, 7, and 6.5 K (from the top
down). (b) Schematic vortex patterns: single vortex chain (SVC, top)
and double vortex chain (DVC, bottom).
Therefore, it should be replaced by a condition which allows
a range of possible lattice constants, with average value aLg
and standard deviation aLg corresponding to the respective
values of w and w. In Fig. 9(a), the average aLg is shown by
a thick dashed line, and the standard deviation aLg is marked
by the hatched area. We see that the hatched area is situated
in the large-s region, where it overlaps with aL data extracted
from n. This indicates that the formation of triangular lattice
is possible for large s, at least locally, in some areas of the
sample. This occurs because the distances between domains
are comparable to the domain width, so that the vortices pinned
by neighboring domains may be correlated.
On the other hand, as s decreases below about 0.35–0.4, the
hatched area strongly deviates from the data of aL extracted
from n. In Fig. 9(a), we draw a vertical shaded (gray) band in
a region where the deviation occurs. The deviation stems from
the fact that d greatly exceeds w at small s. Thus, for s  0.35,
the lattice can not be formed unless some “interstitial” vortices
are pinned between RU domains by v-v interactions. This
type of behavior, termed “caging” of vortices, has indeed been
observed in the case of periodic magnetic dot arrays at higher
magnetic fields when v-v interactions become strong.10,59,60
However, unlike in the case of magnetic dot arrays, in the
SFBs the background between RU domains is formed by wide
domains of opposite sign, which are (weakly) antipinning and
strongly interconnected. Therefore, caging of vortices does not
seem to be very likely, particularly in the initial stage of flux
penetration.
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Vortex chains. The preferential chain pinning by RU
domains is an attractive explanation of our results for two
reasons. At small s, the domains take the shape of a narrow
long strips, with uniform small width w, and we have
shown in our previous work that magnetic pinning becomes
particularly strong when the width of magnetic domains is
small, comparable to the penetration depth.30 In addition, the
T dependence of n(s) is particularly easy to explain. This
is because  decreases with the decrease of T , and a larger
density of vortices may be confined by the magnetic domains
of approximately the same width.
To examine the plausibility of the chain formation, we
calculate the v-v distances in the vortex chain patterns using the
experimental data shown in Fig. 8(a). To explain the procedure,
we first note that n is an average vortex density measured by
the sensor of the area Asen = 5 × 5 μm2. If the vortices are
actually confined to the area of RU domain, which is given
(from MFM measurement) by sfA, then the signal measured
by the sensor originates from a much smaller area, given by
AsensfA. Therefore, if the real density of vortices confined to
domain is larger than n, it is given by n/(sfA). The exception
may be expected for the case of a very small s, when the
domain-induced pinning is weak and the term due to the
intrinsic pinning n0 is comparable to the density of vortices
pinned by domains. The simplest method to take this into
account is to subtract n0 from n, so that the density of vortices
confined to domains would be given by (n − n0)/(sfA). We
do this for the smallest s, s = 0.03. The term n0 is estimated
from several measurements for s ≈ 0 (this procedure increases
experimental error for s = 0.03).
We now consider vortex patterns as depicted in Fig. 9(b). In
the DVC pattern, the average area per vortex is bw/2, so that
vortex density is 2/bw. From the equation n/(sfA) = 2/bw it
follows that b is given by b = 2sfA/(nw). This formula is also
valid for the SVC pattern, for which h = 0 so that b/2 = a. We
also mention that the formation of triple vortex chains has been
reported, but this occurs for larger domain widths and at larger
magnetic fields than those used in the present experiment,27 so
we do not consider such patterns.
The dependence of b/2 on s for different temperatures is
displayed in Fig. 9(a) by full points. We emphasize that these
are the points calculated straight from experimental values
of n; the only assumption is the formation of vortex chain
pattern. The boundary between SVC and DVC is likely to
occur in the vicinity of wD = 0.389 μm, as found in our
previous work,28 which in the present case is at s ≈ 0.13. We
mark this boundary by the shaded vertical (blue) band. We
see that at small s, the confinement of vortices to domains
leads to v-v distances a (=b/2) substantially smaller than aL.
These values are just slightly larger than the respective values
of , shown by arrows on the left side of Fig. 9(a). This close
correspondence indicates that vortices may be very closely
packed above the narrow domains. Similar close packing of
vortices in the chain patterns has been observed by STM in
NbSe2/permalloy bilayers.27 This gives us confidence that the
proposed flux confinement into chain structures may indeed
occur. On the other hand, with increasing s the confinement is
relaxed, until eventually, at large s, b/2 approaches aL. This
again confirms that in the large-s region, the conditions are
favorable for the formation of the Abrikosov lattice. Since the
domain patterns in our samples are random, it is quite likely
that this happens only in limited areas, while in other areas
chains may still persist. Accordingly, we label small-s and
large-s regions as “chains” and “chains and lattice” regions.
Searching for the possible origin of a well-defined first
maximum in n(s) dependence at s ≈ 0.17, we observe that
it is reflected in the dependence of b/2 on s as a slight
upward change of slope at s ≈ 0.17, best seen for the data
taken at T = 6.5 K. The possible origin of this effect may
be the rapid increase of the domain length L found by MFM
[see Fig. 1(d)], which contributes to the faster increase of b at
s  0.17. The increase ofL leads to increasing interconnection
of RU domains and thus allows vortices to flow easier along
domains. We conclude that n(s) dependence most likely results
from the interplay of two factors: (1) the growth of the total
RU domain area with increasing s, that pins more vortices, and
(2) the simultaneous increase of w and the related exponential
growth of L that relaxes the confinement. While the first factor
prevails for small s, the second factor becomes dominating
when L grows rapidly.
Finally, in addition to the distance b/2, which is calculated
straight from measured n values, we can also extract the
distance a, which in the DVC pattern is larger than b/2. For this
we assume the boundary between SVC and DVC at wD and the
chain separation h = 0.6w, as we have found previously for
similar SFBs.28 Since at wD SVC and DVC patterns coexist,
for the data point closest to wD we take an average of the a
values for SVC and DVC.
The resulting a(s) dependence (not shown here) does not
exhibit the bend of slope at s ≈ 0.17 which is seen in b/2. This
stems from the fact that a depends both on b, and, via h, on w.
In fact, we find that in the chain region (s  0.3), the relation
between a and w is well described by a simple power-law
function a = a0 + α(w − w0)β , where w0 = 0.28 μm is the
minimal value of w observed in our sample. This is depicted
in Fig. 10 where we plot a versus w − w0 for s  0.3 for
the three temperatures. The continuous lines show the power
law fitted to the data. The best fit is achieved for T = 6.5 K,
with the exponent β = 1.33 ± 0.01. Fits for higher T ’s give a
similar exponent, but they are less accurate because of larger
data scatter. To keep this analysis as simple as possible, we
fix the exponent at the value of 1.33 for higher T ’s. From the
fits we obtain the minimal v-v distances in the chains a0 equal
to 199 ± 5, 240 ± 20, and 347 ± 29 nm for T = 6.5, 7, and
7.5 K, respectively, slightly larger than the respective values
of . (The respective values of the α parameter are 2.08, 2.43,
and 2.56, with an accuracy better than 10%.)
We believe that this robust power-law dependence of a
on w reflects the fact that in the chain region it is the
width of magnetic domains which provides the confinement of
vortices into chains. More insight may probably be gained by
numerical simulations of the vortex-domain structure, similar
to simulations described in Refs. 27 and 61, but this is beyond
the scope of this paper.
Using the fitted power-law dependence for a(w), we
recalculate the dependencies b/2(s) and n(s). They are plotted
by the continuous lines in Figs. 9(a) and 8(a), respectively.
We see that the lines describe very well the data in the chain
region, reproducing the maximum in n and the change of slope
in b/2 at s ≈ 0.17. On the other hand, the lines calculated from
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FIG. 10. (Color online) a versus w − w0 in the chains region
(s < 0.3), atT = 7.5 K (squares), 7 K (circles), and 6.5 K (diamonds).
Continuous lines: Fits to power-law dependence. Inset: C (chain
contribution to the total vortex density) versus s.
the power-law dependence deviate from the data for s > 0.3,
showing clearly that the chain confinement does not describe
the results in the chain lattice region.
The proper description of the chain and lattice region for
s > 0.3 would be rather complicated. However, we can use
a simple model to account for the observed behavior. We
assume that the total density of vortices confined to domains
in this region n is a sum of chain (nch) and lattice (nL)
contributions, n = Cnch + (1 − C)nL, with the constant C
describing the magnitude of the chain part. We take nch equal
to that obtained from the fitted power-law dependence a(w),
shown by continuous lines in Fig. 8(a). To estimate nL, we use
the average aL data for the Abrikosov lattice constant for s
between 0.5 and 0.6 [shown in Fig. 9(a)]. We then fit the value
of C separately for three different temperatures to obtain the
best description of the total n. The inset in Fig. 10 shows the
resulting C values versus s. We see that the decrease of chain
contribution C from 1 to 0 occurs gradually for s in the range
0.3 to 0.6, and the decrease is similar for all temperatures. The
dashed lines in Fig. 8(a) show the resulting total n, which is
seen to describe the data quite well, despite the simplicity of
this model. This gives support to the picture in which a random
mixture of different areas exists, with vortices confined to
chains in some areas, while in other areas the Abrikosov vortex
lattice is formed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the influence of the magnetic-
domain patterns on the vortex confinement in a single tunable
planar SFB with the F layer with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy. Using a line of miniature Hall sensors, we observe
the trapping of vortices by the magnetic domains in the vicinity
of the sample edge, and nonuniform flux penetration into
the sample. The magnetic domains enhance the pinning of
vortices leading to nonuniform distribution of the critical
current density. The lowering of temperature results in the
weak increase of the magnetic pinning, substantially weaker
than that of the intrinsic pinning. These effects strongly depend
on the magnetic-domain geometry, that is on domain width,
length, and the amount of +/− domains.
We discuss this behavior in terms of possible confinement
patterns for vortices. The most likely picture is that the narrow
and well-isolated magnetic domains confine vortices to single
or double vortex chains, in which v-v distance is a power-law
function of the domain width, and the minimal v-v distance
is comparable to the magnetic penetration length. With
increasing domain width and decreasing domain distance, the
vortices most likely form the disordered Abrikosov vortex
lattice.
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